OC’s Best Museum Exhibits In 2013
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Here is a preview of some of the unique, exciting museum exhibits Orange County will offer in 2013. Get ready for a diverse selection of exhibits highlighting art in all mediums, as well as history and science. From radical to contemporary, imaginative to exquisite, these exhibits will challenge, inspire and impress.

“Ex·pose: Allison Schulnik”
Laguna Art Museum
307 Cliff Drive
Laguna Beach, CA 92651
(949) 494-8971
Hours: Feb. 24 to April 28, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. on Thursdays
lagunaartmuseum.org
Schulnik’s array of unique artwork including clay animations, paintings, sculptures and even films, all simultaneously haunting and beautiful, will be showcased at the Laguna Art Museum. Some of her films that will be at the exhibit include ”Hobo Clown” (2008), “Forest” (2009) and “Mound” (2011). Influenced by the painter James Ensor (1860-1949), Schulnik’s exhibit is composed of paintings that explore society’s fringes. Allison Schulnik’s work is presented by the ex·pose arts program that helps support contemporary artists in all artistic mediums.

Stacy Brecht is a professional writer, dancer, marketer and model in the Los Angeles area. Brecht also enjoys traveling, wine, fitness training, volunteering, movies and trying new restaurants. Her work can be found at Examiner.com.